
Highland Cycles 2 Stroke Top End Checklist

This is intended to be a guide and check list to help you with doing your 
own top end on a 2 stroke dirt bike.  If you have any questions at all please 
call us and we will be happy to help you out!  We want to KEEP YOU 
RIDING!!!!

First up is tearing it apart!  Don’t be afraid, take your time and keep track of 
where everything goes!

Top End Tear Down Check

1 Start by removing the seat, tank, shrouds and any other plastic on the front of the 
bike

2 Before opening any part of the motor, CLEAN THE BIKE REALLY WELL

3 Remove motor mounts to the head and cylinder

4 Drain coolant from motor using the drain on water pump

5 Remove exhaust pipe 

6 Remove carburetor from cylinder if necessary.  On full sized KTM’s this isn’t 
necessary because the carburetor is attached to the cases

7 Remove spark plug

8 Remove cylinder head bolts.  To ensure the head staying flat, loosen bolts in a 
crisscross pattern

9 Remove cylinder head being careful not to drop anything into the cylinder

10 Remove power valve covers

11 Remove cylinder nuts (Nuts holding cylinder to cases)

12 Remove cylinder.  This can be a delicate process trying to get the cylinder off of the 
piston without dropping things or dirt into motor.  This is why we clean the bike well 
without the tank on.  Also there may be other things you need to remove to make 
room for the cylinder to come off

13 Put a clean rag around the connecting rod and in the cases to prevent anything 
falling into the motor

14 Remove one circlip from the piston and slide the wrist pin out of the piston.  This can 
be tough especially on an old bike or one that has been abused.  DO NOT beat on 
the pin to get it out.  You will damage the connecting rod or lower bearing.  If you 
need to, get a piston pin puller or borrow one from your local shop

15 Take piston off of connecting rod and remove the wrist pin bearing from the top end 
of the rod
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Now its time to inspect the motor to make sure that when you go back 
together it will be like new!

At this point if there is any damage to the cylinder, head, crank or cases 
you will need to make a plan to fix that too before re-assembly.  In the case 
of the cylinder we recommend sending them to Millennium Technologies to 
have them re-plate it.  You will need to send a piston with it so they can 
match them up.  Highland Cycles can take care of this for you if you don’t 
want to hassle with it.  If anything else is damaged this will become a much 
bigger job and you might want to consult Highland Cycles to help you with 
a plan of action. 

Top End Inspection and Preparation Check

16 Look closely at the piston and ring to see if there is any odd wear or damage.  You 
want to make sure that there isn’t anything else you need to fix before re-
assembling

17 Look closely at the cylinder walls and look for any scratching, gouging or plating that 
is coming off

18 Inspect the connecting rod and its bearing on the crank.  (a good way to do this is to 
raise the rod to the highest point and pull up and down on it.  You don’t want to feel 
ANY play up and down on the bearing.  If you have any questions, call Highland 
Cycles and we can help you)

19 Clean all gasket surfaces very well and make sure there aren’t any nicks or dings in 
them

20 Disassemble the power valve assembly and clean (Some assemblies are 
complicated so make sure you keep track of the way they came apart so that you 
can put them back together)  
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Now that you have everything looking like new and ready to go back 
together, take your time, don’t force anything and have FUN!!

Top End Prep and Re-assembly Check

21 Check ring end gap (To do this, take your new rings one at a time and put them in 
the cylinder and  use the piston to push them down and make them level)  and 
make sure the gap is correct (a manual or the piston manufacturer will usually have 
this info or you can call Highland Cycles)

22 Install ring(s) on to piston making sure to line the gaps up with the locating pin in the 
ring grooves

23 Take a small amount of 2 stroke oil and pour it into the crank cases to provide initial 
lube on start up

24 Install the circlip into one side of the piston  (do this away from the motor to make 
sure you don’t drop the clip into it)

25 Place the new wrist pin bearing into the connecting rod and rub a little 2 stroke oil 
into it

26 Slide the new piston over the connecting rod and insert the wrist pin through the 
piston and connecting rod

27 Make sure you still have a rag in the cases and now install second circlip into piston.  
This can be really frustrating so take your time and don’t scratch up the shiny new 
piston

28 Run a ball hone through cylinder to put a crosshatch back into plating (If you don’t 
have one Highland Cycles will do this for you for free)

29 Clean cylinder very well

30 Install power valve assembly into cylinder and lube well with 2 stroke oil. Make sure 
it moves freely without any issues

31 Rub some two stroke oil or light assembly lube into cylinder to help it slide over 
piston

32 Install base gasket carefully

33 Slide cylinder over piston being careful to keep the rings end gaps lined up with their 
locking pins.  We use our fingers to compress the rings but you can purchase ring 
compressors. Never EVER force the cylinder down on to piston!!!!

34 Install the cylinder nuts and torque to spec if you can.  Most of these you can’t get a 
torque wrench on to so just make sure they are good and tight and tighten in a criss 
cross manner 

35 Rotate the motor with the kick start slowly to make sure everything moves freely

36 Sign top of piston with a sharpie and be proud that you have done the hardest part

37 Install the cylinder head with new O-rings
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Once you have started the bike and made sure everything is good and you 
have no leaks take it out and ride it.
We don’t recommend holding it wide open right away but you should ride 
the thing.  Get it hot, let it cool and repeat for the first tank of gas and then 
LET ER’ RIP!!!

This is intended to be a guide and check list.  If at any point you are having 
trouble, STOP and either ask a friend or call Highland Cycles and we can 
help you out.  Our mission is to KEEP YOU RIDING!!!!! If you have any 
questions at all please call

Montrose shop (970) 240-2197

Grand Junction shop (970) 778-4059

38 Put cylinder head bolts in and torque to spec in criss cross manner

39 Install spark plug

40 Assemble the rest of the bike making sure to tighten all bolts

41 Replace coolant

42 Mix first tank of gas with a little more oil than you are used to to provide a little extra 
lubrication for break in

43 START THAT SUCKER!!!!

Top End Prep and Re-assembly Check


